british beer facts: yeast
fascinating facts about yeast that will ensure you win the pub quiz !
• Yeast is a microscopic single celled fungus. It lives on the surface of inanimate objects, in the skin, hair, and digestive tracts of living organisms.
Millions of spores colonise the skin of fruit. Look at the bloom on the surface
of a grape - it is yeast just waiting for the skin to deteriorate and expose the
precious sugary juice.
• The word yeast derives from Old English gyst (also spelled giest) which
itself may stem from a Sanskrit word yasati meaning to foam, boil or
bubble. For millennia yeast had been a mystery and in medieval England the
froth that appeared in the beer, cider or wine vat was known as
God-Is-Good and thought to be sent by a higher power. In the 19th century
when scientists Theodore Schwann and later Louis Pasteur and Emile
Hansen studied yeast they fathomed what it was and its role in fermentation.
• If conditions are right yeast reproduces asexually by a process called ‘budding’ whereby the mother cells clone themselves. But if yeast is stressed
then it can reproduce sexually. Stressed yeast is not happy yeast!
• During fermentation the mother yeast cells create trillions of daughters by
budding so the brewer ends up with much more yeast than they started
with. Some of it can be pitched into the next brew but the majority ends up
on a farm as animal feed, in the health food store as vitamin B (Brewer's
Yeast) tablets, as fertiliser, in the food chain as flavouring, or, most famously, as Marmite.
• Yeast esters are aromas and flavours produced by the reaction of organic
compounds and alcohol created during fermentation. They are fruity and
sometimes spicy, for example the clove aroma in wheat beer. With ale up
to 50% of the aroma and flavour derives from its yeast.
• Bottom and Top Fermentation is a way of classifying beer families. It signifies what happens to yeast cells during fermentation. Lagers are often
referred to as bottom fermenting because the yeast (Saccharomyces Pastorianus) normally drops to the bottom of the fermenting vessel. Ales are
often referred to as top fermenting beers as the yeast cells rise to the top of
the brew during fermentation. It is not always an accurate way of classifying beers though because some yeast cells do the opposite of what is
expected and yeast can be trained. If an ale brewer brewing with Saccharomyces Cerevisiae finds that some of the yeast cells naturally drop to the
bottom then the cells rising to the top can be discarded, retaining just the
ones that dropped to the bottom. After a few generations of cloning, all the
yeast cells will drop to the bottom. This can make it easier to separate the
yeast cells from the beer when fermentation has finished.
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• Yeast is highly nutritious and contains proteins, essential minerals and
vitamins - especially B vitamins - so although some people consider Marmite, made from spent brewer's yeast, to be the spawn of the devil. A pint of
real ale with a plate of Marmite soldiers on the side supplies a variety of
essential amino acids that the body cannot produce so really we can't live
without it!
• Bottle conditioned beer goes through a secondary fermentation because a
dose of yeast is added just before the bottle is sealed. After a few weeks
the yeast goes dormant and drops to the bottom of the bottle as sediment.
As the beer matures complex flavours develop.
• Some brewers store their cultured yeast in a bio-science facility called a
yeast bank where yeast cultures are frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
under secure and sterile conditions. This ensures the brewer has a protected source of their house yeast.
• Britain has a National Collection of Yeast Cultures located in Norwich. The
Victoria & Albert museum in London is known as the ‘the nation’s treasure
house’ and in brewing terms that phrase can describe the National Collection of Yeast Cultures with its several thousand samples collected over 70
years, the majority being strains of brewing yeasts. These are priceless and
form a living history of Britain’s beers. Thankfully they have duplicates
samples stored elsewhere just in case of any accidents at the Norwich
facility.
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